Job Title: Produce Repack Line Operator  
Status: Full Time, Non-Exempt; Benefits Eligible  
Reports to: Senior Production Operations Manager

Position Description
Arizona Food Bank Network (AzFBN) Produce Repack Line Operators will work in Rio Rico, AZ, and are responsible for supporting the Southwest Produce Co-op. Line Operators work with the Repack team to efficiently build family-friendly boxes, manage and sort for quality, and support inventory management. Operators are critical to serving food banks and others as we work together toward the goal of getting as much healthy, fresh produce to people who are food insecure across Arizona and beyond. Successful candidates will value the AzFBN vision of a hunger-free Arizona.

Key Skills, Knowledge and Abilities:
- Self-starter and team player who can work independently and effectively.
- Ability to work effectively on a diverse team to achieve successful results.
- Produce repack warehouse experience preferred.
- Willing and able to work in a refrigerated warehouse environment with exposure to extreme cold (32F - 45F) and damp conditions for multiple hours.
- General understanding of food safety program best practices (GAPs, GMPs, HACCP, etc.) preferred, or a willingness to learn.
- Strong problem-solving ability.
- Excellent time management and organizational skills.
- Desire to work in a changing environment that supports program growth.
- Ability to work with a customer/donor focus.
- Knowledge of warehouse safety and safe handling standards and practices, or a willingness to learn.

Primary Responsibilities:
- Working with all team members to build a welcoming, safe, and positive experience while to completing tasks and daily orders.
- Ensuring compliance with standards for proper safe handling and storage of food items.
- Ensuring cleanliness of Repack work areas, warehouse, and equipment in compliance with all health codes and standards for food storage and distribution.
- Inspecting production-packing quality of products.
- Assessment of produce, sorting waste from usable produce while building boxes.
- Support repack sorting line (add new product on production line).
- Palletizing finished boxes, pallet wrapping, and tagging product.
- Loading and unloading boxes to/from tractor-trailers.
- Box building, including folding and taping.
- Other duties as assigned.
Minimum Qualifications for Education, Training and Experience:

- 3 years experience in warehouse or repack operations preferred.
- Ability to exert up to 50 pounds of force occasionally, and/or up to 30 pounds of force frequently, and/or up to 10 pounds of force constantly to move objects.
- Conversational in written and spoken English and Spanish.
- Current Food Handling Certification or ability to obtain within 90 days of employment.
- Ability to become certified on warehouse power equipment (including forklift) within 60 days of employment.
- Ability to work occasionally outside of regular office hours and on weekends during peak produce season.
- Previous experience in food bank logistics or inventory control a plus.
- Knowledge of food safety and proper food storage and handling techniques.

Salary: $15 per hour

To Apply: Please forward a cover letter and resume with details of prior experience to Sergio Lopez at sergio.lopez@azfoodbanks.org.